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Taxation is Theft, Q.E.D.
by Marco den Ouden

With Tax Protest Day coming up fast, I thought it might
behoove us.to once again examine why libertaians
oppose coercive taxation. T,1e following afticle was
submifted for publication to the Vancouver Sun's Op-Ed
pages and to fhe Sun's Weekend Review. They have
not yet published it!

he old saw says "nothinl; is certain but death and
taxes', but the lncome Tax was introduced during
World War I as a temp.'qrary measure. lf it was

never intended to be permanent, why can it not be
repealed? ln fact, there is no logical reason why taxes
cannot be abolished. We clin1l to them out of force of
habit, resignation and a widespread belief that taxes
accomplish some good.

Libertarians have long argued the opposite, that taxes
not only do not accomplish any good, but in fact, are evil
and immoral. We argue that taxation is the moral
equivalent of theft. Nay, more than that! We argue that
taxation ls theft.

This is not some idle asserticn but soundly based on
reason and logic. Logic detluces conclusions from
premises. lf the premises are sound, the conclusions
are sound. Here is the libertar,an thesis stated in point
form:

Premise: Theft is the taking b1'force or by fraud of the
justly owned property of an individual or group of
individuals by another individual or group of individuals.
Premise: Taxation is the forcible taking of the justly
owned property of some individuals (taxpayers) by
another group of individuals (politicians and
bureaucrats)
Conclusion: Taxation is theft. O.E.D.

Central to this argument is the concept of "justly
owned property". Justly owned property is property that
was acquired in a just manner. This means property that
was acquired by homesteading previously unowned
property, by trading one's labour for the property, by
trading some of one's property for a different kind of
property (e.9. money for groceries), or property that was
acquired as a gifi from someone who gave you his or
her justly owned property.

Those who support taxation, like Vanauver Sun
"ethics" columnist Douglas Todd, argue that taxation
accomplishes'.nuch good. About a year ago Todd wrote
an article entitled "Does the tax revolt revolt you?" He
railed against self-absorption, ingratitude, general public
whininess and a lack of public spiritedness. He argued
for a "sense of community, the sense that we're all
responsible for the country'. He listed all the things he's
happy to receive as a taxpaying citizen - libraries,
sewers, unemployment insurance, the CBC and so on.

While appreciating that many of the things Todd
Iists are good in themselves, I mean, who can gainsay
the benefits of good hospitals and roads, nevertheless
he misses an important ethical point here. The things
Todd lists are all ends to be aimed at.
(continued on page 8)
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Editorial
Recently an historic agreement was signed between the government
of Canada and the Nisga'a people. Native land claims and native
sovereignty have been hot topics for some time now. The aboriginal
peoples of B.C. in particular have argued that their land was stolen
from them and they should get it back and be given compensation to
boot. A few years ago one such clairn was rejected by the B.C.
Supreme Court in a ruling that said the native peoples were conquered
and their rights were expunged in the conquest. Now the mood has
swung the other way.

So where oudht libertarians to stand on this issue? Many
conservative commentators like B.C. Reeort columnist Mel Smith and
some Reform Party MPs have criticized the Nisga'a deal as giving too
much power to the Nisga'a and for diminishing the power of the federal
government! What fools! As libertarians, we can only applaud such
historic events that further weaken the burdensome federal state.

Ultimately libertarians would like to see sovereignty extended to
every individual citizen. Each individual would have the right as a
sovereign entity to be free from agglression by outside forces,
including the government. The extension'of some sovereignty to
native peoples (and by extension the dilution of the sovereignty of the
state) can only be seen as a good thing.

lf there is a fly in the ointment of the sovereignty agreement for the
Nisga'a, it is that the sovereignty recognized is a collective sovereignty
for the Nisga'a as a whole. Far better that each individual Nisga'a be
personally compensated for past injustice;.

Currently the governments of Canada and B.C. "Own" about 90% of
the land area of the province. The nati\'es have expressly declared
that they have no designs on any p'ivately held property, only
government property. What better way to privatize the province,
indeed, to privatize Canada than by dil'iding up all the government
owned land in Canada and giving it exclu;ively to individual aboriginal
Canadians. Each native would then br: free to decide for him or
herself what to do with the property - farm it, log it, keep it in its natural
state or sell it.

Environmentalists have long held that native cultures are better
stewards of the land. lf natives gained complete control of all crown
land, could the greenies then carp if some natives sold off their land to
forest companies or other private interests? Undoubtedly some natives
would sell off land to forest companies. Some would develop it . And
some would pool their resources and preserve it in its natural state. ln
any event, the radical luddite environmentalist would probably
discover to his chagrin that natives are no more a homogeneous bloc
than the rest of us. What irony that would l)e!

Personally, l'd much rather see all crou,n land privatized by giving it
to our native peoples and redressing old wrongs than to see it remain
in the inept hands of government. So cheer on the native sovereignty
movement. It is a step in the right direction. (For a contrary yiew see

's article on
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lllrofessor Jan,Narveson rejects both natural rights

7 fheory and utilitarianism and instead builds his
I argument for libertarianism principles on

contractarian foundations.
Narveson, a professor of Plrilosophy at the University

of Waterloo and author of Tho Libertarian ldea, brought
his contractarian message tr: GVLA members at the
March 9th Supper Club in Richmond, BC.

Narveson disagrees with rotions of inherent natural
rights or natural moral claims. "Where do these rights
come from?", he asks. Narveson takes the position that
natural rights proponents cannot provide a strong
answer as to how or why natural rights
arise or why these rights must be
respected. Narveson therefore rejects
the natural rights position as a weak
foundation for libertarianism.

Narveson utilizes the contractarian
approach to derive the fundamental
moral rules - which would include the
libertarian non-aggression axiom - that
should govern society. Building on the
work of philosophers like David
Gauthier, Narveson explains why
rational individuals would accept and
obey moral rules thit have the, effect of
restricting their own choice ancl action.

According to Narveson, individuals
understand that they are capable of
making life difficult for one another. Therefore they
realize that in adopting a mutual advantageous
agreement (i.e. you don't.kill me, I don't kill you) all
individuals would ultimately be better off in their quest of
achieving their own needs and desires. Under these
mutually advantageous agreements or bargains, an
individual would not have to spend precious resources
on defending his liberty and property and could live in
peaceful cooperation with his neighbour to the mutual
benefit of both parties. For Narveson, while violating the
liberty and property of one's neighbour is not inherently
wrong, members of society benefit by agreeing to
mutually advantageous agreements that define 'such
action as "wrong".

These bargains or contracts (ergo "contractarianism")
that individuals would enter into for mutual advantage
would, according to Narveson, generate rules that
provide the fundamental moral code that should govern
society. Therefore contractarian arrangements arise as
individuals rationally develop and formulate fundamental
moral rules for interaction bertween each other. The
actual specifics or content of lhe rules (i.e. what rules
would we agree to for mutual a<lvantage?) arise from the
bargaining and it is the conlent of these rules that
makes Narveson such a fascinarting thinker for

libertarians. While contractarian philosophers need not
be and in most cases are not libertarians, Narveson
advances the position that the content of the bargains
that individuals would agree to would be libertarian - i.e.
each individual would agree to the non-aggression
axiom because it would serve to protect his own
property and liberty from others while at the same time
constraining him as little as possible from pursing his
own life projects and desires.

Hence the essence of Narveson's libertarianism:
libertarian rules like the non-aggression axiom are
rationally developed and adhered to by individuals for

their mutual benefit. These rules are not
a logical extension of the notion that
individuals are born with or have certain
natural or inherent rights but rather they
are the product of rational calculations of
mutual advantage.

ln the question and answer period that
followed his speech, Narveson said that
presenting the contractarian argument is
the most effective way to achieve a
libertarian society in which the non-
aggression axiom is the rule. According
to Narveson, it is simply easier to
convince others that although no one
individual has any natural or inherent
duty to anyone else, all individuals would
be better off if each person adhered to

certain fundamental moral rules (i.e. the non-aggression
axiom)than attempting to convince others that they must
restrict certain actions because individuals have certain
inherent natural rights.

Narveson also made it clear that the contractarian
view should not be confused with utilitarian view, which
effectively argues that actions are right if they promote
the maximum net general utility. The major problem with
utilitarianism, Narveson says, is that it can produce rules
which result in gross discrepancies because it only
measures aggregates and ignores the effect on
individuals. Given that individuals are rational, it is
irrational for individuals to abide by rules which do not
leave them in a better position than if they did not abide
by the rules - yet utilitarianism can lead to such a
perverse result.

Questioned as to which philosophers libertarians
should read, Narveson answered that libertarians would
benefit from reading great philosophers like Thomas
Hobbes, John Locke and Emmanual Kant. Narveson
also noted that libertarians would find useful libertarian
arguments in the works of such thinkers. Questioned
about novelist-philosopher Ayn Rand, Narveson stated
that Rand was not much of a philosopher. ln so doing,
(Continued on page 4)

Jan Narueson Supper CIub
by Gord Denusik and Mike Sporer
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Narveson Supper Club (from page 3)

Narveson added more food for thought to the informal
debate raging for years within libertarian circles
between people like libertarian philosopher John
Hospers who feels that Rand was an important
philosopher and others including the libertarian
intellectual historian Ronald Hamowy who believes she
was quite mediocre.

Although Narveson was critical of the natural rights
view, some GVLA members wondered aloud whether
Narveson's contractarian view was truly significantly
different from the natural rights position. These
members noted that many natural rights proponents do
not, as Narveson suggested, simply state that natural
rights "grow on trees" but rather they develop a
convincing case for natural rights just as Narveson
develops a strong argument for contractarianism.

For example, Murray Rothbard, a natural rights
proponent, develops the case for natural rights (see For
a New Liberty, pages 26 to 37) based on a pioi
arguments which are not significantly different from the
arguments Narveson presents as to why individuals
rationally develop contractarian arrangements.
Narveson concludes that each individual will agree to
the non-aggression axiom because it would serve to
protect his own property and liberty from others while at
the same time constraining him as little as possible from
pursing his own life projects and desires. Rothbard
concludes that each person has the right to self-
ownership because it "gives man the right to perform
these vital activities [i.e. to pursue his own projects and
desiresl without being hampered and restricted by
coercive molestation". While Rothbard's logic leads him
to derive and explain the need for fundamental moral
rules which he terms natural rights, his method might not
be significantly dissimilar to Narveson's approach which
emphasizes that individuals realize they are ultimate
threats to each other and therefore that is why
individuals might formulate and abide by certain rules
which Narveson terms as fundamental moral rules.

ln the end, Narveson's speech stimulated a lot of
thought. Most philosophy in the libertarian tradition (i.e.
Nozick, Rand and Rothbard) emphasizes natural rights
while others (i.e. Mises, and David and Milton Friedman)
adopt the utilitarian approach. Thus, for many who
attended the Narveson speech it was their first
introduction to the contractarian view. Those interested
in a complete and detailed description of Narveson's
contractarian view should read either Narveson's
contribution in Liberty for the Twenty-First Century:
Contemporary Libertarian Thought, which is a new book
edited by Tibor R. Machan and Douglas Rasmussen
and available from Laissez Faire Books (1 800-326-
0996), or Narveson's own book, The Libertarian !dea,
which is also available from Laissez Faire Books.

The Poverly of Prohibition
by D'Arcy Flannery

This articb by GVLA m=mber D'Arcy Flannery appeared
as a Byline column in the March 13 edition of The
Province newspaper.

o you want to tackle the teen smoking issue?
Well, l've got some bad news; you can't solve the
dilemma by implementing a policy of prohibition.

Let us assume that the government formulated a law
thai forbade, by threat of death, all vendors from selling
cigarettes to individuals under 19 years of age.

Such a measure would seemingly produce a marked
reduction in the number of cigarettes sold to minors,
ending the problem of teen smoking, correct? Not!

Since the demand for all goods and services,
including that for tobacco products, is grounded in the
freely chosen, personal valuations of individual people,
no law can ever alter them against the will of the person.

Therefore, individuals would continue to demand the
prohibited good regaidless of the stated laws.

However, because of the restrictive nature of the
government involvement, the production, distribution
and therefore supply of cigarettes in the under-19
market would decrease, causing a dramatic increase in
cigarette prices.

ln addition, because of the'severe penalties for
cigarette trafficking in the under-19 market, the sellers
would begin to demand a premium to compensate for
their added risk, increasing the cpst further for the
smokers, thus imposing another unnecessary hardship.

The most unfortunate consequence associated with
this policy is that the youth who wish to engage in the
smoking habit, and are willing to pay the price, will have
to suffer the added humiliation and cost of having to
deal with someone outside of the legal realm: they will
be forced into the criminal element, which is an
unacceptable outcome.

By initiating coercion in trying to solve a social
dilemma, you actually produce a result much more tragic
than the original problem.

-=L-Ganada in Review
D'Arcy publishes an excellent newsletter

called Canada in Review. For a sample copy
write to D'Arcy at :

1 04-540 Rochester Ave.,
, B.C. V3K 2V1
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CENSUS Mav 14th

Yes, its census 'year again.
Answer all the government's nosy
questions truthfully or be subject to
a $500 fine or three months in jail,
Apparently this didn't stop 250,000
citizens of BC from refusing tc fill
out bureaucratic forms in 1991 and
"non-compliance" is bound to rise
this year. Why shouldn't it? What
is the purpose for the government
spending so lavishly to count
heads? Properly targeted surveys
give more accurate information
than a census possibly can (how
do you think Stats Canada'knows'
about noncompliance?) No
rational business firm would spend
money to do a census of this type.
It's nothing more that a
bureaucratic make-work project
backed by government coercion.
Although we can't advise you to
break the law, nothing happened
to those of us who did so last time
(Remember my picture in the
PROVINCE last time, tearing up
my long form?) So pass along the
enclosed "HACK THE CENSUS"
brochure to a friend. Yes, refusing
the census is a "stunt", but
hopefully it will give you an
opportunity to explain the rhessage
behind it: We desire a rnore
tolerant, peaceful and prosperous
society based on the volurrtary
interactions of its free citizens.

STOP PHOTO RADAR
lan Toothill of SENSE, BC's anti-
photo radar group stopped k,y to
present his organization's vievrc to
the March l0th executive merrting
of the GVLA. According to Toothill,
if photo radar works and slows
traffic down, safety will nor be
enhanced since so few accicients
are caused by speed anyway.
And if speed is not slowed dcwn,
photo radar will just be another tax
grab. Toothill claims that most
drivers develop "road sense".
They determine the geonretric
design speed for highways and

generally stick to this flow of traffic
speed. ln fact, the international
lnstitute of Traffic Engineers
believes that it is speed variance
not speed which is dangerous and
has come up with the 85th
percentile principle to set speed
limits. This sets limits at a speed
which 85% of drivers already stay
under. Thus the 69% non-
compliance with BC speed limits is
seen by Toothill not as proof that
we are bad drivers but rather proof
that BC's speed limits are set at
too low a level.

So what does this issue have to
do with libertarianism? We don't
believe that government should be
involved in this speed issue at all.
Rather the private owners of
highways should be free to use
whatever principles they wish to
set whatever limits they wish. But
unfortunately in 20th century BC,
the government owns the roads,
which means speed limits are set
politically rather than rationally.
Photo radar is a technology which
would make it cheaper for the
government to enforce its
idiotically set political speed limits.
Thus our opposition to photo radar
is really opposition to government
regulation. We want the highways
to be privatized and in the
meantime we don't want the
regulations of this government-
owned business to impinge too
negatively on our lives.

lf you want to find out more or
help SENSE, they can be reached
at: #200-1687 W. Broadway,

Vhneouver, BC V6J 1X2
(PH:871 -3383, FAX: 734-8484).

CAINE TRIAL UPDATE
I stopped by Surrey Provincial
Court on Wednesday March 13 to
see how Randy Caine's marijuana
possession trial was going (see
WCL, March 1996, p.5 for
previous story). lt was already the
6th day of the trial with 5 more
court days scheduled. I was

surprised to see so few people
there. Outside of Randy and his
significant other there was only
one other supporter. We were
greatly outnumbered by the court
workers including the three
members of the prosecution team.

When I got there SFU's Barry
Beyerstein was just finishing his
presentation for the defence. This
consisted of Randy's lawyer, John
Conroy asking him to review his
article titled "Avoiding Folly" which
had recently been published in the
Journal of Drug Issues. The
article was trying to explain why
sometimes people persist in
pursuing actions which don't work
(i.e. why was society persisting
with a failed drug prohibition).
Beyerstein argued that people
want consistent world views but
are willing to live with some
"cognitive dissonance" because it
is difficult to change core beliefs.
Also, groups of othenrvise
intelligent people can make
terrible group decisions because
of the social rules of group
decision making.

After Conroy finished with
Beyerstein, the judge (Ms. F. E.

Howard) asked a few questions
and then the crown prosecutor had
his chance. He asked
Beyerstein's opinion of the Hall
Report (Beyerstein liked it), the
Addiction Research Foundation
(again thumbs up) and WHO (not
quite the same regard). Then after
some long pauses and questions
halted mid-sentence, the
prosecutor asked for an
adjournment (at 4 PM) till the next
day when he promised to be better
prepared. The crown prosecutor
is Tony Dohm, the section head of
criminal law for the Department of
Justice. He is the second in
command of the crown
prosecutors in the province with
the job of assigning workloads and
seldom appears in court. Randy's
(continued on page 11)
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Nisqa'a Treatv

he Nisga'a agreement is unjust and immoral. The
next provincial election will, to some degree be
fought on the social and moral validity of the

treaty, and for once those slippery guys we call
politicians have been quite clear about their feelings.
The ruling government, which is still smarting from the
Bingo scandal, will try to regain the moral high ground
by claiming that they are doing what is fair and just for
the native people. What lwill argue in this article is that
the Nisga'a Treaty is the moral low ground, not the high
ground.

The NDP case is based mainly on two contentions.
One is that the native people have hard lives and
deserve a break today, and secondly, we are just
recognizing their traditional property rights. Now let us
all agree that the average Canadian, justifiably or
unjustifiably, has a guilt trip about the sad plight of many
aboriginal people, and would agree to a healthy dose
of charity. I do too, as long as this charity does not
conflict with fundamental rules of justice.

However, how much would Canadians be willing to
pay to be free of this necessary or unnecessary guilt? I

am sure that if ! went from house to house collecting for
the aboriginals, I would find the true price of guilt relief
to be somewhere between $10 and $100. Some people
would slam the door in my face, and others would gladly
part with their new BMW out of compassion. Generally,
Canada is a compassionate country as long as the
money comes out of some other pocket. ln real life,
kindness and compassion have a practical limit.

But what about aboriginal property rights, or should
we say pivileges? Space doesn't allow me to go into
detail. Let me just refer the reader to Mel Smith's
excellent new book, Canada - Our Home or Native
Land. ln it he asserts that if the present trend is
extrapolated, one third of Canada will soon be in native
hands. We ROC's will nof be the natives! This in spite
of the fact that most of us are born in this blessed
country. Surely that is extreme?!

Now let me, in summary form, give what I believe are
the relevant moral arguments:

1. The Nisga'a persons (not their un-elected leaders)
are somewhat unhappy with this agreement. They
see their cash go to high-priced lawyers, and "thei/'
land will be administered by the BC Government.
Thanks a lot! What a deal!

2. Selfgovemment is precisely nof what this deal is
giving the native persons. They will simply trade
"white" govemment tyranny with traditional chief
tyranny. The ordinary Nisga'a person will have as
little to say about his or her fate as (s)he does now;
maybe less.

3. Whenever you give a group a collective benefit,
especially as huge as this one, you are creating a
recipe for chaos and dissension. Right away the
parasites and freeloaders, as well as bureaucrats
and professional politicians, not to mention the
perennialdogooders who believe that "everybody is
entitled to the benefit of our opinions" will come out
of the woodwork arrd the ordinary native person will

'experience a reser.tment the like of which we have
not seen yet. There will be inter-tribal warfare, and
intra{ribal warfare. The official contention that there
will be etemal peace after this agreement is
laughably wrong.
The deal is fundamantally unfair, because it violates
the concepts of equal rights for all Canadians. The
standard argurhent given by aboriginal leaders is
that lndians were :rere first. This is not true. The
persons who now calldhemselves "aboriginal' were
born. here just like most other Canadians. Their
ancestors were invaders just like the Europeans,
and even if they herd owned all the soil of Canada,
which is arguable, Canadian taxes and the normal
human mismanagement would have reduced this
patrimony to practically nil.
There is something deeply repugnant about
delivering the native population to the tender
mercies of tribal lalv. The tribe members will not be
protected by the Canadian Justice System flawed as
it is. Children, especially, might fare poorly under
the new administratron.
There are going to be practically insuperable
problems with deciding who is a native and who is
excluded from the bag of goodies.
A document that is based on race is racist.
The deal is plainly fraudulent. Cui bono? Who
benefits? The primary beneficiaries are the lawyers
whose pay comes straight out of the taxpaye/s
much assaulted u,allet. The politicians will get
rewarded by feeling that they have done a noble
thing for the poor suffering natives. They hope to get
re-elected because they will seem to be generous
and noble leaders of a compassionate society,
whereas in fact, they are being generous at
another's expense, which is not so moral. The third
major beneficiary are the chiefs. The agreement
hands them unbelievable powers, executive,
judicial, financial and social. We are in the process
of creating 600 potential petty dictators, mostly male
incidentally. Democracy flies, out the window. The
chiefs want money and power; can rrve blame them
for that? Well, yes, maybe.
A particularly ridiculous feature of the deal is the so-
called new level of governmenf, because it gives

A Dangerous Suck-Hole Agreement
by Jack Boulogne

4.

7.
8.

9.

5.

6.
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political independence coupled with financial
dependency. Each native person will cost (not
collect!) one million dollars. We are talking about
sums as large as the national debt. We Canadians
are governed by idiots with a weak moral character.
Or so it seems. 

,

10. Nobody asked the salmon who they really belong to.
Animal rights activists, get motivated! Aboriginal
peoples all over the world have been as destructive
of the environment as anyone else. lf you don't
believe that, look at the billboards on native land
along the highways of the province.

11. The traditional native tribal organization is
patriarchal, not matriarchal. lt is far from sure
whether women will fare any better than children
under chief-based management. Feminists of
Canada, raise the war whoopl Your sisters are in
danger. lf you believe they are not your sisters, then
you're a racist. lf you believe that native women are
indeed your sisters, you must try to protect them, or
give up feminism.

12. The argument is politically correct. Some people
think that is good. I think it is bad, because political
correctness confuses morality with what my students
used to call suck-ho/iness.

13. Canadians are constitutionalwimps. We believe our
rights are to be gratefully accepted from a good
natured government. But rights are not grants from
the state, but basic human gntitlements. The task of
government is 4of to cock up deals with special
interest groups (lawyers in this case) and then to
present them to the public as a fait ac:compli.
Government belongs to the people, not the other
way around.

14. lt the agreement had been negotiated by a
committee selected from the Nisga'a population as a
whole by democratic (rgad 'moral") means, then it
might have had some moral and philosophical
validity. Most Canadians haven't taken political
science courses, but you do hot need to be an
expert to see how screwec up the entire enterprise
really is. When is a little logic, a little common sense
going to enter Canadian political life? No wonder
Canadians scorn politiciarrs, perhaps even more
than lawyers.

15. !t is yourland that is given away by the politicians. lt
is your salmon that are being kicked around.',lt is
your country that is being mangled. It is your
fundamental rights that are being mocked. Shouldn't
you be the person who is consulted? Did we eyer
get a vote on the basic concept of aboriginal rights?
The Canadian Constitution is a creature of
politicians and lawyers. Are you really ready to give
your fundamental rights into the hands of self-
appointed experts? Nowhere in Canada do we get
government of the people, bythe people and forthe
people. Everything in Canada is decided by
lobbyism. This little group screams. That little group

996
screams. That large group is being ignored. The
True North Sfrong and Free? I am still very happy to
be a Canadian, but I am no longer proud to be a
Canadian.

16. Thinking of native persons as "them", the non-
persons, is as morally undesirable as native people
thinking of "Europeans" as "them", not real people
but rather images. There is something very
dangerous about objectifying persons. The idea that
aboriginal people are like the buffalo, part of
Canada's natural order, is morally repugnant. "Oh
look, how cute! See the buffalo grazing! And over
there are the natives!" lt doesn't sound right, does
it?

Perhaps the best way I can rest my case is to say that
if I were a Nisga'a, I would speak out against these
deliberations behind my back. I wouldn't trust my
chieftain to share the wealth and the power. lwould hate
giving up the protection of a human rights code. I would
fear the political backlash from other Canadians. I would
worry about my native heritage as the sharks are taking
over. I would feel that perhaps I don't deserve greater
rights than Canadians who arrived in this country before
I did, in the cradle. I might consider giving up being a
perennial victim, and start thinking of myself as a
winner, a man (that's me) proud of my heritage. To
replace the image of the Great Spint with the
sanctimonious image of the social worker would be
insulting to me. Always to be treated like a charity case,
like a buffalo instead of a human being with the same
mind as other people in the world, would be repugnant
to me. Once and for all I would like to be rid of all this
endless patronizing paternalism.

The treaty is wrong because it will not give the
benefits it promises, either to Canadians who want to
give up their guilt trip, or to natives, who mainly want
what we all want, respecf. The problem is there, but the
proposed solution stinks, morally speaking. lf we really
want to do something for the aboriginal person, then the
Japanese solution - straight cash - might be the way to
go. Considering the incredible costs of the Nisga'a style
process, the alternative, say one hundred thousand
dollars tax-free to each man, woman and child, might be
a bargain for Canadians as a whole, and a life saver for
the aboriginal people, not as peoples, but as individuals.

Another alternative, which will be politically unpopular,
is the libertarian solution. Give those groups who want
total independence from Canada, totally independent
pieces of property. Map-wise, this will create a pock-
marked Canada, but in terms of international law, this
might be quite workable. lf Quebec does secede, then
the Canadian map is already ruined. ln human terms
this is not a big deal, but one keeps hoping that we can
create a truly just Canada, where one group's
aspirations do not conflict with the fundamental moral
rights of individuals.

Jack Boulogne is a past editor of this newsletter.
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Taxation is Theft (from page 1)

The point Todd (and other government apologists)
miss is whether ends are the determining factor of
ethical behavior. For instance, it may be argued that
supporting one's family is a good thing. But there is a
vast difference between supporting one's family by
working or by stealing. Both methods have the same
end in mind - supporting the family, but few of us would
hesitate to condemn stealing as immoral. We would
argue that the means by which one supports one's
family determines whether the action is ethical or not.

The basic difference between the libertarian way of
thinking and the state apologist way of thinking is that
libertarians judge all behavior by, I guess you might call
it, a rneans test. Statists judge behavior by an ends test.
Libertarians don't care how much wealth or lack of it an
individual might achieve. Libertarians are interested in
how il was achieved. lf the wealth was achieved by
voluntary interactions between consenting adults, i.e. by
trade, or as a gift, then we applaud it. lf the wealth was
acquired by force or fraud, we condemn it.

State apologists, on the other hand, look at the ends
achieved. lf someone acquires great wealth by honest
means and someone else is in dire poverty, even
through his own foolishness, the statist sees this as
intrinsically wrong and wants to strip the honest man of
some of his wealth and give it to the wastrel. The ends
are what determines the ethics of the situation for the
statist.

This does not mean that libertarians are opposed to
hospitals, the CBC, unemployment insurance or helping
the poor. As long as these worthy objectives are
achieved by moral ,neans, we applaud these things. But
the moment these things are pursued by immoral
means, in other words, by force or by fraud, we
condemn them. And to the extent that they are aclrieved
by coercive laws and taxation, they are pursued by
immoralmeans!

To the extent the CBC is supported by voluntary
donations and commercial revenue libertarians can
support it. To the extent it is supported by money taken
from unwilling victims at gunpoint we condemn it. (And
let's be clear about this - all taxes are extracted from the
citizenry at gunpoint. lf there were not guns backing up
the government's taxation efforts, no one would pay
them!)

There might be a rejoinder from the Todds of the
world that governments are different than individuals.
Governments are the people acting collectively and so
can do things individuals can't. Libertarians dispute this.
We argue that the state is nothing more than a
collection of individuals. Actions that are immoral for an
individual to do, such as stealing, are immoral for the
state to do. Might does notmake right.

Those who would persuade the state to support some
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pet cause with tax money, be it the opera, a football
stadium or a political lobby group are, in fact,
demanding that the state perform acts that they
themselves would not do because they are immoral and
they know it.

lf the Fraser lnstilute , for example, petitioned the
government for a gran: to further their work, they would
be demanding that gc,vernment force, al the point of a
gun if necessary, all its citizens, including trade
unionists, Todd and others who might despise the
Fraser lnstitute to financially support it. They wouldn't
dare do it themselves (accost people and forcibly take
their money), but somehow morality gets thrown out the
window when governrrent enters the picture. To the
Fraser lnstitute's credit, it doesn't seek or accept any
government money. lronically, this virtue of the Fraser
lnstitute is routinely condemned by the left who believe
it is nobler to live off the avails of legalized theft than by
voluntary donations!

Libertarians view the seeking after government
funding by people who would never personally take
people's money by force as the rankest hypocrisy and
the basest evil. We loo< to a world where all individuals
interact by mutual voluntary consent and force and fraud
are outlawed. Not just force and fraud committed by
individuals, but by governments. We look to a society
where the ends do not justify the means. We look to a
world of good where institutionalized evils like taxes are
abolished forever.

ANNUALT{il( PROTEST DAY
Tuesday. April 30, 1996.

Join us in protesting legalized thievery outside the
Revenue Canada Building on Pender Street

Oo, 1g:t)0 AM - 3:00 PM

7k dq tla ta* la,w atnAa id tle 
",4i1/(irin
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West Coast Libe
ln Memoriam: Charles Lvall

On March 8, 1996, the Canadian libertarian movement
lost one of its greatest historical lights and I lost one of
my oldest friends, when Charles (Chuck) Lyall died
suddenly at the age of only 53 on his beloved acreage
in a rural area thirty miles southeast of Edmonton.

I met Chuck in 1971, when he was an intellectual
leading light of an objectivist group in Edmonton. Having
already led the fight against socialized medicine by
organizing people lo Boycoft Alberta Medicare (BAM),
they then broadened their horizons by starting the
Society for the New lntellectual (SNl). Chuck had argued
- unsuccessfully - for naminl; it the Edmonton Rand
Oiented Society (EROS). 'l'his was typicat of his
irreverent humor.

lnspired by what he had seen in the USA, he became
a founder of Libeftaian Alternative, Canada's first such
party. The Libertaian Party of Canada was formed as a
result of a chance meeting of one of our members and a
group from Toronto at the 1973 LP Convention in
Cleveland.

We became close. Bruce Evoy spoke at LA's first
public meeting in 1973 and in 1974we sent Chuck Lyall
to the LPC's first convention. I had the privilege of
attending with him and introduced him to the gathered
throng. Chuck shared the marquee with Tonie Nathan,
the first - and then only - Vice Presidential candidate of
the LP, and the first woman (notwithstanding the 1988
lies of the Democratic Party) to receive an electoral
vote.

He opened with words calculated to put an audience
of easterners on notice that not everyone thought they
were from the center of the universe: "lt is highly
appropriate that the speakers here today represent the
United States and Alberta; North America's two major
countries." He then delivered a brilliantly conceived,
thoroughly researched, and passionately argued
polemic on the causes and history of western
discontent, and informed the easterners present in no
uncertain terms that the Libertarian Party was (and in
my opinion still is) the only party ultimately capab[e of
keeping Canada together. He pointed out that thd LP
was the only party "capable of granting Quebec's desire
to be maitre chez nous (because) libertarians want
everyone to be master in his own house." He objected
strongly to the choice of the beaver as the national
animal and suggested that a cow would be more
appropriate: "lt's fed in the west, milked in Ontario and
drops manure on the Maritimes!"

Chuck more than held his own in a lively question and
answer session and truly won the hearts and minds of
the audience. Dealing with one persistent heckler,
Chuck fixed him with a steely glare and informed him
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that "...if you're going to bait me, fella, you'd better be a
very good baiter...in fact, you'd better be a Master
Baiter!"

The next day Chuck was nominated to the leadership
of the party and took it on the first ballot. Nobody knew
him twenty-four hours before and he wasn't even a
member. One of those delegates, one Phil Spicer of
Hamilton, announced that he would put up the deposit
for every candidate the party ran in the upcoming
election. The LPC ran24 candidates in that election and
garnered vote totals that they are (unfortunately) still
striving to better.

Unfortunately Chuck Lyall had heatth problems,
problems that plagued him for the rest of his life, and
was not able to run in the campaign. He nevertheless as
hard as he could for the party, and the five candidates in
Edmonton, providing inspiration and guidance, tactical
and strategic.

He remained Leader for two years, actively involving
himself in affairs in Toronto, as well as provincial and
local campaigns in Alberta. He was different from
leaders of other parties, particularly in that he provided
the LPC with something the other parties couldn't realize
they needed: intellectual direction. His knowledge was
encyclopedic and his intellect first rate. A mechanical
engineer by education and a computer programmer by
trade, his ability to trace out the logic of any argument,
idea, or situation oflen left heads spinning (particularly
mine).

He did not suffer fools gladly, but his attitude to them
was positively charitable compared to what he reserved
for the intellectually dishonest. He was a passionate and
unreserved defender of individual liberty and utterly
intolerant of those who presumed to interfere with it.
While working with the City of Edmonton during a civic
employees strike he observed the secretaries in his
department (non-union) being harassed by picket-line
thugs. He backed one of those thugs into a dark corner
and advised him quite clearly that if this did not stop he
personally would put the president of the union into
hospital. The harassment ceased. At the shooting
range one day, firing his Colt .45 Peacemaker at his
customary FBI silhouette targets, he found himself
beside a pair of RCMP constables, the younger of whom
was highly incensed that a civilian should be using such
targets. This constable was going on to the other about
how unnecessary such a thing was. Chuck, capable also
of being subtle and discreet, started ruminating aloud to
himself (to the stifled amusement of the older constable
and the chagrin of the younger) about how unnecessary
it was to burn down barns and burglarize political parties
(continued on page 12)

First LPC Leader Fondly Remembered
by Robin Gillespie
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Please Quebec, Please Vote "Oui"!

by Paul Geddes

This brilliant piece of libertarian rhetoic was submifted to both the Vancouver Sun and the Gtobe and Mail duing the
Quebec referendum campaign. Need/ess to say the pusillanimous, politically correct mainstream media did not see fd fo
publish it. But are we politically correct? Heck no!So here it is now for your edification!

Dear Quebecers,

This is a plea to you from an "English" Canadian from
western Canada to please vote "yes". You have a grand
opportunity, not only to free yourselves, but also save
the rest of us from Ottawa's deadening grasp. A "no"
will only encourage our politicians to carry on with
business as usual. This could only mean more taxes,
more overzealous regulations and continued political
quarreling about who gets what share of the federal
political favors that corrupt us all. A "yes" vote on the
other hand, gives us a chance to start over and
negotiate new and proper constraints on our respective
state apparatuses.

Our opinion leaders are pretending that this vote is
about more than just a government boundary. But let's
be more realistic. This vote won't move Quebec
geographically even one inch. lt won't make your
buildings fall down. lt won't make your workers forget
their skills. Your roads, utilities and communications
systems will still deliver services. Your resources will
not become less valuable. Mutually beneficial gains
from trading will not go away. And our shared friendly
memories of past foreign battles and patriotic sharing
will still exist in our hearts and minds.

All the vote has the potential of changing is our
political relationship. With a "yes", you won't have to
worry any longer about the politicians we choose
running your lives and we won't have to worry about
your politicians ruling over us.

It's true that a few cpuld lose a lot but who are the
potential losers? The politicians and bureaucrats who
have invested their lives in playing the various regions
against each other will be forced to earn more honest
livings. Those who work in phony businesses that
require political favors to stay solvent will be forced to
stand on their own feet. And those that depend on
government services will have to rely only on programs
that local taxpayers are willing to support. The winners
will be those citizens in all jurisdictions who want the
freedom and the responsibility of earning their own way
in life.

All that will change is government - the institution we
have created to coerce each other. By trying to force all
regions into the same straitjacket we have only created
resentment where friendship should reign. Cutting the
political ties should allow the real friendships to be
restored.

As seen in many other places and times, false
patriotism has often been the last refuge of scoundrels.

Canada is not different. Beware the flagwaving as
dependents on the current federal system play on our
emotions to save their sinecures.

But Canada is not great because of Ottawa, its
ruihous social programs or its artificial flag waving. lt
exists in the hearts and minds of a peaceful, productive
citizenry, a citizenry that is still there despite the
mugging it has been subjected to for the last few
decades. This real Canada will not disappear if
Quebecers vote to cha.rge their political ties to Ottawa.
Most of us on both sides of the new political boundary
will continue carrying or the important tasks of our daily
lives leaving the desprerate politicians with one less
excuse to put their interests ahead of ours.

So please Quebec. Spare a thought for your more
cowardly friends in the rest of Canada. As you vote for
a less centralized government, understand that many
others across Canada are pulling for you. We see
through Ottawa's rhetoric and thank you for the honest
and hard questions yoL! are forcing on us. And thanks
to you, if you vote "yes,", we'll be able to complete the
task of returninq Ottawa to the backwoods of our lives
where it always should lnve remained.

(Paul Geddes rs Depu$' Leader of the Libeftaian Pafty
of Canada and an eannomics instructor at Columbia
College in Burnaby.) o-



Liberty Snippets (from page li)

team was not sure if this was a
sign of the importance of his t;ase
or if it just meant that Dohm pir:ked
the case out of personal interest.

Randy would sure appreciate a
show of support. The next trial
dates are May 27 (Monday) and
29 if you want to see our justice
system in action. Naturally, a visit
to THE JOINT (15151 Fraser Hwy,
Surrey) would also be welcomed.

Randy also wished to point out
that contrary to our previous
article, it is NOT true that
contributions to his Trust Fund are
tax deductible. (Randy Caine Trust
Fund, cy'o John W. Conroy, 2459
Pauline St., Abbotsford, BC V2S
3S1). lf it is a tax credit you want,
you may want to send your
contribution to the GVLA instead.

BCLP Elects New Leader
At the March 16 leadership
convention, the BC Libertarian
Party choose Ken Wiebe as its
new leader. Wiebe, aged 41 is a
system analyst from Victoria and a
long time activist with the BC Anti-
Prohibition League, Fathers for
Equality and the Victoria Men's
Centre. He is also a founcling
member of the Victoria FreeNet
Association. ln his acceptance
speech Wiebe promised to fight
hard against the government's
unconscionable aggressron
against its peaceful citizens.
Government should not use force
against innocent people even to
do good. You destroy the
community by taking from it the
responsibility to form voluntary
institutions to solve its problems.

The BC Libertarian Party was
founded in 1986 and has run
candidates in the last two
provincial elections. ln 1991 , 1 1

candidates ran.
GVLA President Kerry Pearson

was elected Deputy Leader.
Contacts: Ken Wiebe 384-4505

Kerry Pearson244-7625

Liberty Snlppefs was ampiled and
wiften by Paul Geddes.

The Sinful Sin Tax
by Tim Theroux

This afticle was judged the winner of the GVLA student essay confest.

anadians wtro choose to drink or smoke are acutely aware of the
excessive taxes imposed on alcohol and tobacco by our government.
Health advocacy groups, brandishing an endless arsenal of statistics,

condemn drinking and smoking as perilous to the individual and society and
demand that the government use the 'sin tax' to guide wayward citizens down
the righteous path.

A human is a complex web of competing beliefs, desires and needs. Often
the only person who knows what is best for a given person is that person
himself. Few would deny that alcohol and tobacco are injurious to one's
health, but who would condemn a recovering crack addict who smokes and
drinks to avoid relapse? ln pronouncing that the use of alcohol or tobacco is
an ill and should be remedied, the government ignores diversity and
authoritatively imposes its view of the 'ideal' citizen.

Society is doomed in trying to determine what lifestyle is best for all its
members. However, even if drinking and smoking are harmful in allpossible
scenarios, the state still acts wrongly in taxing those who use these products.
ln a liberal society, the individual must be free to do anything that does not
injure others. An individualwho makes poor choices inflicts harm on himself
in doing so, and does not need society compounding his quandaries. One
who wishes to smoke cigarettes or drink scotch should be left alone even if he
charts a course towards personal disaster.

ln reality, no smoker or drinker is an island and society is always justified
in penalizing those whose habit detrimentally affects others. Thus, the
drunkard who refuses to pay his alimony must be punished and the chain-
smoker who is repeatedly hospitalized for respiratory problems should be
required to pay higher health care costs. To these ends, society is equipped
with police, courts, prisons and an extensive health care bureaucracy.

Although smoking and drinking bring undesirable social effects, the state's
authority should not extend beyond its right to punish offending individuals.
Through sin taxes, however, citizens who use alcohol and tobacco in
moderation bear the brunt of measures which should be aimed at those who
smoke and drink irresponsibly. The sin tax not only chides innocent persons,
but absolves guilty citizens of blame.

!n all likelihood, sin taxes are suspicious mostly because they stand strictly
as a convenient source of government revenue. However, these taxes are
still unjust, even if levied on moral grounds. Education and advertising
budgets provide the government with ample means to dissuade alcohol and
tobacco use; moreover, the state may rightfully punish those who harm their
fellow-citizens by using these products. Those who pursue simple pleasure in
smoking or drinking with restraint, however, should not be punished by a
sinful sid tax.

(Tim Theroux is fourth year undergraduate majoing in political science at the
Universtty of Victoia)

Humour from the lnternet

What's the difference between Pat Buchanon and the Hindenberg?
One's a Nazi gasbag - the other's a
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Llbertarian
Chuck Lyal! Remembered (from page 9)

for their membership lists.
Chuck left a small body of libertarian writings, mainly

in the form of speeches to party gatherings and articles
published in Option, Canada's then equivalent of
Reason magazine. Topics ranged from current political
affairs to advice on special projects to garner publicity
during an election campaign to a detailed plan for the
military defence of a libertarian Canada. Some of these
articles will be posted soon on the Canadian Libertarian
homepage.

Chuck was first and foremost an Albertan and he was
thrilled to live in ruralAlberta. There is a tape by the late
Karl Hess on influencing neighbors to libertarianism,
where he talks about getting involved in community
affairs and activities, participating in events, becoming
friends with those around you and being an example of
what you believe in. Chuck was that example to the
people he lived among. Even though he didn't dance, he
and his wife attended all the community parties; he was
involved in many community councils, committees and
campaigns; and he was always ready to lend a hand.
Everyone for miles knew, respected, tiked and cared
about him. They may not have known the word
"libertarian' but they knew Chuck's views and respected
him for them.

ln more recent years his labour of love, which has
influenced people all over the world, was the "Murphy"
program. Chuck had for decades been collecting
Murphy's laws - 7000 of them - in every field of
endeavor and had created a program which would give
you one - a different one - in completely random order -
every time you pressed the button. lt lives on after him
now, in the lnternet, as a most fitting visible legacy and
a tangible symbol of what he left in aii of the minds he
influenced. To get a taste of Chuck's wit and wisdom, go
to octonet.com and click on the Murphy section of the
homepage. Reload to get a new one. I think you'll have
trouble stopping.

Although relatively unknown, Charles James Cahoon
Lyall was a most remarkable Canadian, a great
libertarian, profoundly gifted, and an enormous
influence on everyone who knew him. lt was a privilege
to know him, more perhaps than I realized at the time,
and lshallmiss him.
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lSlLCon 96 Will Be
Event of the Year

by Marco den Ouden

here are events and then there are evenls! The
lSlL World Conference taking place at Whistler,
B.C. from Aug. 19 - 24 promises to be biggest

libertarian event ever staged in British Columbia,
perhaps even in Canaca or the Pacific Northwest.

,The list of speakers continues to grow. Besides such
wd]] known, libertariarrs as Barbara Branden, John
Hospers, Leon Louw end our own Walter Block, many
others will grace the sterge.

Los Angeles lawyer and actress Linda Abrams will
speak on how to fight city hall and will also perform a
one woman, hour ancl a half long show called Vox
Ameicana.

Larry Dodge will speak aoout the Fully lnformed Jury
Association which has ruffied more than a few legal
feathers in the U.S..

Outspoken private school advocate Sheila Morrison
has agreed to speak on education. We may also have a
panel on the subject.

Dutch lnvestment A<lvisor Louk Jongen will speak on
preserving privacv. asstlts and freedom.

National Citizens Coalition President David
Somerville will speak on NCC's theme (and the
conference's theme) crf more freedom through less
government.

Somalia resident Michael Van Notten will talk about
his attempts to form a litrertarian enclave in Africa.

Bumper Hornberger Jarret Wollstein, Karen Selick,
Marc Emery, Russell Means, Pierre Lemieux, Herb
Grubel: the speaker's list reads like a Who's Who of
freedom lovers!

We are planning to have a youth panel and are
looking for participantr;. lf you know of any young
libertarians (age 13-23) who would like to participate in
such a panel, please cail me at 467€800.

Those who haven't yat registered are urged to do so
soon. $100 US will rese,ve your space at what promises
to be the libertarian event of the yearl Call Brian Taylor
a|2244628 for details.

SUPPER CLUT } ANNOUNCEME-IIT
Speaker: Karen Selick, awyer and columnist with
Canadian Lawyer
Subject: Her experiencr s as a "libertarian" (at the
founding of the LPC, witlr the Reform party, with the
John Locke Society, witt the Fraser lnstitute, etc.,)
When: Saturday, June 8th 1996 ai 7PM
Vlllrere: Cheers, 125E2nd St., North Vancouver
Price: $2 to the GVLA ald then order from the menu
RSVP required: Bill at 980-7370 or Paul944-2845

GVLA CALEIIIDAR
April 30 - 10:00 AM - 3:00 PM Tax Protest Day

outside Revenue Canada on Pender St.
May 2 - 7:00 PM lSlL Conference Meeting

at Kurt Pokrandt's. call 926-0396 for details
May 5 - 10:00 AM GVLA Executive Meeting

at Paul Geddes's. Call944-2845 for details
June 8 - 7:00 PM Karen Se/ick Supper Club

see box in next column for details


